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Audit of Treasury Operations in Banks – 
Back to Basics!!!

For the past few years, the treasury function at banks has been an area of significant focus for 
stakeholders and regulators. The inherent complexities of understanding, accounting and valuing 
treasury products and operations make it important for auditors to understand the products 
offered, processes and structure followed, accounting framework prescribed by regulators and 
auditing implications. The accounting framework for investment products entered into by banks 
is primarily driven by the prudential norms and master circulars issued by the Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI). Further, with the advent of the Guidance Note on Accounting for Derivative Contracts 
being applicable from 1st April 2016, there is now an established framework for accounting of 
derivative contracts. The Guidance Note on Audit of Banks provides elaborate guidance on 
auditing of treasury operations at banks which has been a key input for this article on the audit of 
treasury operations in banks. Treasury functions within banks primarily act as the funding arm 
for all internal departments within the bank. Further, treasury products are used for balance sheet 
management, liquidity management, hedging of open exposures and market making purposes. In 
this article, the authors provide an overview of a bank’s treasury operations, classification and 
measurement principles and key audit considerations from a bank auditor’s point of view. Read 
on to know more…

CA. Manoj Kumar Vijai 
and CA. Shahrukh Kapadia
(The authors are members of the 
Institute. They can be reached 
at vijaimanojk@gmail.com and 
shahrukhie@gmail.com.) 

Understanding of products and structure
The various products which can be seen in the  
treasury operations of banks can be broadly 
categorised into two heads i.e. Investment 
products which are used for liquidity management 
and deployment of excess funds and Derivative  
contracts which are mainly used for hedging 
purposes. 
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A typical array of investment products would 
include fixed income and money market securities 
such as Central and State Government Securities, 
treasury bills, equity and preference shares, bonds 
and debentures, certificate of deposits, commercial 
papers, security receipts, venture capital investments 
and mutual funds.

Derivative contracts can be bifurcated into  
Over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives that are  
traded directly between two eligible parties, with 
or without the use of an intermediary and without  
going through an exchange or exchange-traded 
derivatives which are traded on an exchange. A 
brief overview of the nature of derivative products  
is provided below:
• Interest Rate Future Contracts- Standardised 

interest rate derivative contract traded  
on a recognised stock exchange to buy or  
sell a notional security at a specified future  
date, at a price determined at the time of the 
contract. 

• Currency Future Contracts- Standardised foreign 
exchange contracts traded on approved stock 
exchanges to buy or sell one currency against 
another on a specified date in the future at a 
specified price (exchange rate).

• Swaps-
- Cross Currency Swaps (CCS)–A CCS is an 

agreement between two parties to exchange 
stated interest rate obligations for a certain 
period in respect of a notional principal 
amount in another currency, with/without 
the exchange of final principal (as pre-
decided).

- Interest Rate Swaps (IRS) - An agreement 
between two parties where one stream 
of future interest payments is exchanged 
for another based on a specified principal 
amount.

• Options-
 Currency Options are derivatives that grant the 

buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy 
or sell currency at a specified exchange rate  
during a specified period of time. For this right, 
the option buyer pays a premium to the seller 
(writer) of the option. Premium amount is per 
option contract.

 Options are of two types- 
i. European- can be exercised only on the 

expiry date

ii. American- can be exercised at any time till 
the expiry date

 Further, there are Plain Vanilla (i.e. standard 
listed options traded on exchanges) and 
Structured Options (combination of either cash  
instruments and one or more generic derivative 
products).

A treasury department is generally segregated into 
a three-tier structure, namely Front Office (FO), 
Middle Office (MO) and Back Office (BO). This 
structure is also ideal in terms of implementing best 
practice from a control environment stand point. 
The roles of each of these segments are summarised 
below:
Front Office- The dealing room responsibilities 
of a treasury department resides with the Head of 
Treasury/Chief Dealer. The Chief Dealer would have 
various dealers who would specialise in different 
treasury products and hence would individually 
be responsible for specific desks–which would 
each represent a product, i.e., fixed income, money 
market, foreign exchange, derivatives, etc. Dealers 
will maintain their individual trading book. The 
Chief Dealer will fix the maximum size of the 
individual trading book of each dealer, within the 
overall stipulated trading book size.

Middle Office– MO is responsible for setting up 
control points and risk mitigating thresholds for 
transactions to be undertaken by FO. MO monitors 
the limits and tracks the performance of the 
portfolios. MO monitors various risks like liquidity 
risk, credit risk and market risk.

Back Office– BO is responsible for the trade 
payment, confirmations and settlement functions. 
BO is responsible for meticulous compliance with 
regulatory requirements and responsible for timely 
submission of regulatory and other MIS reports.

IT systems– A typical treasury set up at banks 
includes a host of IT systems which are used both for 

A treasury department is generally segregated into a 
three-tier structure, namely Front Office (FO), Middle 

Office (MO) and Back Office (BO). This structure is 
also ideal in terms of implementing best practice 

from a control environment stand point.
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accounting and operational purposes. This includes 
front office deal booking systems, mid office deal 
validation systems, confirmations and settlement 
systems and the general ledger for accounting 
purposes. It is important for audit teams to identify 
the IT systems used at their respective banks and 
design appropriate IT procedures to test the general 
IT infrastructure and specific system logic.

Auditing considerations
An integral part of the audit of treasury operations 
in banks is to understand the control framework 
established by the bank to mitigate the risk of 
errors and frauds. Understanding the entity level  
controls pertinent to treasury operations is  
important for the auditor to plan his audit  
procedures. From a control framework perspective, 
the auditor should evaluate the design and 
implementation of the framework which would 
include:

- Dealer limits monitoring
- Daily P&L assessment
- Front office–back office reconciliations
- Dealer room controls
- Leave policy for dealers etc.

Certain key considerations for auditing treasury 
operations at banks have been enumerated below:

Investments
A comprehensive investments audit plan requires 
that the audit team has a thorough understanding 
of the treasury operations. It is imperative that a 
health check and assessment is done by the auditor 
of the bank’s monitoring framework governing 
treasury operations. This will aid in selecting key 
controls and activities that should be audited, to 
gather an appropriate level of audit evidence. Given 
the importance of regulator and stakeholder interest 
in fair valuation of financial instruments, audit 
teams should assess existence and fair valuation 
of investments as a significant risk in their audit 

programs and when evaluating the audit procedures 
which the team would need to perform.

Fraud risk is pervasive to treasury business and 
auditors need to reflect on the possibilities and 
likelihood of occurrence of such frauds. In doing 
so, it is essential to understand the levers of the  
business and operations–what incentivises the  
trader and how can he circumvent controls for 
personal profiteering. The auditor should design 
sufficient anti-fraud procedures to mitigate the risk 
of fraud.

The key assertions related to financial statement 
captions pertaining to investments and the audit 
procedures which the audit team would need to 
perform have been elaborated below:

Completeness of investment balance
Reconciliations- Examination of reconciliations 
of the investment balances as per the financial 
statements with the Subsidiary General Ledger 
(‘SGL’)/custodian statements including physical 
verification of the securities on hand and obtaining 
independent confirmations from custodians.

Cut-off Procedures- Obtaining a list of transactions 
executed on the period end date and examining 
whether the same is correctly recorded and accounted 
for in the general ledger including checking the 
first few sample transactions of subsequent period 
and ascertaining whether the same pertains to the 
current reporting period.

Inter-system reconciliations– Testing the interface 
logic between systems and month end/quarter 
end inter-system reconciliations performed by 
management.

Existence of Investments
Existence of investments on the balance sheet date 
is a significant risk which requires audit teams to 
design appropriate audit procedures to mitigate this 
risk. Critical substantive procedures which audit 
teams should undertake include:
• Verification of the investments held with 

Public Debt Office (‘PDO’), custodians and 
the depository, at the close of business on the  
date of the balance sheet with the statement of 
holdings.

• Circularisation of independent investment 
balance confirmation requests to the  
custodian and other constituents in accordance 

Fraud risk is pervasive to treasury business and 
auditors need to reflect on the possibilities and 

likelihood of occurrence of such frauds. In doing 
so, it is essential to understand the levers of the 
business and operations–what incentivises the 
trader and how can he circumvent controls for 

personal profiteering. 
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with SA 505–“External Confirmation” issued by 
the ICAI.

• Designing sufficient alternative audit procedures 
in situations where independent confirmations 
are not received back (after reasonable follow up 
procedures) before the auditor signs off on the 
bank’s financial statements.

Valuation and measurement of investments
The method of accounting followed by banks in 
respect of investments, including their year-end 
valuation, should be in conformity with the RBI 
guidelines as laid down in the Master Circular. It 
may be noted that Accounting Standard (AS) 13, 
“Accounting for Investments”, does not apply to 
banks.

The RBI guidelines require that individual scrips 
in the available-for-sale category should be marked 
to market at quarterly or more frequent intervals. It 
is further required that net depreciation in respect 
of each of the categories in which investments are 
presented in the balance sheet should be provided 
for while any similar net appreciation should be 
ignored.

As regards the investments in HTM category, 
the same need not be marked to market except in 
case wherein the diminishing in the value is other 
than temporary in nature or impairment of the 
investments due to specified circumstances. As 
regards the other HTM securities, if the acquisition 
cost/book value is more than face value, the premium 
should be amortised over the period of residual 
maturity period.

Government securities and Corporate Bonds are 
valued using prices/yield curves provided by the Fixed 
Income Money Market and Derivatives Association 
of India (‘FIMMDA’) with a 25 basis point above the 
G-sec yield curve for State Government Securities 
and Corporate Bonds. Treasury bills, Commercial 
papers and Certificate of Deposits are valued at 
carrying cost. Equity shares are valued at break-up 

value without considering “revaluation reserves” 
from the latest available balance sheet of the entity. 
If the latest available balance sheet of the entity is 
more than one year old, then the equity shares are to 
be revalued to R1.

While checking the valuation of investment 
securities across products in line with the RBI 
prescribed methodology, it is important to carefully 
focus on assessing the appropriateness of inputs 
used in various valuation models/formulae. This 
would include a check of:
• Use of appropriate cash flows (for instruments 

such as pass through certificates)
• Use of appropriate risk free rates (depending on 

maturity of instrument)
• Use of appropriate spreads
• Use of appropriate ‘ratings’ for bonds
• Receipt of dividend (for preference shares)
• Validity of various inputs like call/put option date, 

redemption premium, staggered redemption, 
etc.

• Arithmetical accuracy of a valuation (using ‘re-
performance’ technique)
In case of banks which have automated means 

of valuing the investments (for example, system 
computes values), the auditor should also check 
system controls and if deemed necessary, consider 
involving an IT expert to check the integrity of 
system logic.

Presentation and classification of investments
As per the Master circular on investments issued by 
the RBI, banks are required to classify their entire 
investments portfolio into three categories:
(i) Held-to-maturity (HTM)- This category would 

comprise securities acquired by the bank with 
the intention to hold them up to maturity.

(ii) Held-for-trading (HFT)- The investments 
classified under HFT would be those from which 
the bank expects to make a gain from movement 
in interest rates/market rates. These securities 
are to be sold within 90 days.

(iii) Available-for-sale (AFS)- This category will 
comprise securities, which do not qualify 
for being categorised in either of the above 
categories, i.e., those that are acquired neither for 
trading purpose nor for being held till maturity.
Banks should decide the category of the 

investment at the time of acquisition and the decision 
should be recorded on the investment proposal/deal 
slip. Investments under HTM category should not 

Banks should decide the category of the investment 
at the time of acquisition and the decision should 

be recorded on the investment proposal/deal 
slip. Investments under HTM category should not 
normally exceed 25 % of the total investments of 

the bank, subject to conditions given in the Master 
Circular issued by RBI.
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normally exceed 25 % of the total investments of 
the bank, subject to conditions given in the Master 
Circular issued by RBI.

Check whether the shifting of the investments  
to/from HTM category has been carried out only 
once during a financial year or as stipulated by the 
RBI under special dispensation and is duly approved 
by the Board of Directors of the bank.

Examination of whether the shifting of 
investments from AFS to HFT is duly approved by the 
Board of Directors/ALCO/Investment Committee. 
Transfer of scrips from AFS/HFT category to HTM 
category should be made at the lower of book value 
or market value. Shifting of investments from 
HFT to AFS is generally not allowed except under 
exceptional circumstances which is permitted only 
with the approval of the Board of Directors/ALCO/ 
Investment Committee.

In the case of transfer of securities from HTM to 
AFS/HFT category:
a. If the security was originally placed under the 

HTM category at a discount, it may be transferred 
to AFS/HFT category at the acquisition price/
book value. After transfer, these securities 
should be immediately re-valued and resultant 
depreciation, if any, may be provided.

b. If the security was originally placed in the HTM 
category at a premium, it may be transferred to the 
AFS/HFT category at the amortised cost. After 
transfer, these securities should immediately be 
re-valued and resultant depreciation, if any, may 
be provided.
As per RBI guidelines, investments classified 

under held-for-trading category should be sold 
within 90 days of their acquisition, failing which they 
should be shifted to the available-for-sale category. 
Accordingly, ascertaining that no investments 
purchased more than 89 days before the balance 
sheet date have been classified under this category.

Non-Performing Investments (NPI)
In respect of securities included in any of the three 
categories where interest/principal is in arrears, 
banks should not reckon income on the securities 
and should also make appropriate provisions for the 
depreciation in the value of the investment. The banks 
should not set-off the depreciation requirement in 
respect of these non-performing securities against 
the appreciation in respect of other performing 
securities.

Income from investments
Auditors should examine whether income from 
investments is properly accounted for. Some of the 
typical audit procedures would include:
• Re-computation of amortisation of premium/

discount on investment securities.
• Re-performance of profit/loss on sale of 

investments keeping into consideration the 
method of allocating cost to securities (FIFO, 
LIFO or weighted average).

• Assessing the dividend recognition policy of 
bank keeping in mind the revenue recognition 
principles of Accounting Standard 9-Revenue 
Recognition.

• Re-computation of interest income on 
investments and checking the treatment of 
broken period interest, including ensuring 
proper cut-offs at reporting period ends.

• Checking of proper recognition of investment 
valuation loss as at reporting date.

Derivatives
Derivatives like all financial instruments contain 
risks that must be managed. Managing these 
risks should not be considered unique or singular. 
Fundamentally, the risk of derivatives is a function 
of the timing and variability of cash flows. Some 
of the risks inherent in derivative transactions  

Derivatives like all financial instruments contain 
risks that must be managed. Managing these 

risks should not be considered unique or singular. 
Fundamentally, the risk of derivatives is a function of 

the timing and variability of cash flows.
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include counterparty credit risk, settlement risk, 
market and price risk and valuation risk. The  
auditor should factor in these risks while designing 
his audit procedures for derivatives. Some of the 
procedures include:

Completeness and accuracy of derivative trades:
• Cut off procedures
• Assessing failed trades and cancelled/amended 

trades at period end
• Verification of deal validation queues at  

reporting period end to check for  
appropriateness of period in which the trades 
have been recorded

• Nostro reconciliation and subsequent clearance 
of unreconciled items

• Front office–back office reconciliations

Existence of derivative trades:
• Circularisation of independent confirmations to 

counterparties
• Verify validity of trades by vouching  

transactions to dealer conversation slips, voice 
recording systems, other transcripts, deal 
tickets and confirmations received from the 
counterparty

Valuation of derivative trades:
Guidance Note on Accounting for Derivative 
Contracts
The ICAI issued the Guidance Note on Accounting 
for Derivative Contracts which is applicable 
for all periods commencing on or after 1st April 
2016. The objective of this Guidance Note is to 
provide guidance on recognition, measurement,  
presentation and disclosure for derivative contracts 
so as to bring uniformity in their accounting and 
presentation in the financial statements. This 
Guidance Note also provides accounting treatment 
for such derivatives where the hedged item is 
covered under notified Accounting Standards, e.g., 
a commodity, an investment, etc., because except  
AS 11, no other notified Accounting Standard 
prescribes any accounting treatment for derivative 
accounting. This Guidance Note, however,  
does not cover foreign exchange forward contracts 
which are within the scope of AS 11.

The Guidance Note requires that all derivatives 
are recognised on the balance sheet and  
measured at fair value since a derivative contract 
represents a contractual right or an obligation. 

Fair value in the context of derivative contracts  
represents the ‘exit price’ i.e. the price that would 
be paid to transfer a liability or the price that 
would be received when transferring an asset to a 
knowledgeable, willing counterparty. The fair value 
would also incorporate the effect of credit risk 
associated with the fulfilment of future obligations. 
The extent and availability of collateral should 
be factored in while arriving at the fair value of a 
derivative contract.

The month-end revaluation rates are prescribed 
by Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Association  
of India (‘FEDAI’). At times, the spot rates or 
forward rates specified are different from the  
market rate at the time the rates are received 
by the treasury operations/traders. Where the 
rates prescribed by FEDAI are significantly off  
compared with market levels, ideally the risk 
department of the bank should advise the  
revaluation rates based on market polling and other 
sources such as Reuters’ etc.

The market to market gain/loss on forward 
financial derivatives contract is derived from the 
difference between the agreed-upon contract  
price of an underlying item and the current market 
price (or market price expected to prevail) of that 
item, times the notional amount, approximately 
discounted.

Audit Procedures for valuation:
• Verify FEDAI rates used for accuracy of inputs
• On a sample basis, verify the static data used in 

valuation like notional amount, maturity date 
etc. with the original deal slips

• Ascertain the appropriateness of models used 
(Eg. Black Scholes model etc.) for valuing 
derivative contracts.

• When broker quotes are used in valuation, 
check whether the same has been obtained from 
multiple brokers

• Independently re-perform the valuation of forex 
and derivative trades on a sample basis

• Verify results of IPV and understand how 
management has addressed difference in fair 
value as per its internal valuations and IPV

Hedge Accounting
There are three types of hedging relationships:
- The fair value hedge accounting model is  

applied when hedging the risk of a fair 
value change of assets and liabilities already  
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recognised in the balance sheet, or a firm 
commitment that is not yet recognised.

- The cash flow hedge accounting model is applied 
when hedging the risk of changes in highly 
probable future cash flows or a firm commitment 
in a foreign currency.

- The hedge of a net investment in a foreign 
operation.

Key auditing considerations while auditing hedges:
• Check whether appropriate documentation has 

been maintained for all transactions which have 
been designated as hedges.

• Check the hedge effectiveness testing which 
management would perform at period end to 
test whether the hedge is effective or whether it 
needs to be de-designated.

• Verify the accounting for the hedging instrument 
and the hedged underlying.

Impact of IndAS
The Government has now put forward the 
roadmap for implementation of Indian Accounting 
Standards (IndAS) by banks, insurance companies 
and certain classes of NBFCs. This will require 
scheduled commercial banks to prepare their 
financial statements as per IndAS from 1st April 
2018 with opening balances as at 31st March 2017. 
IndAS 109 Financial Instruments provides a much 
more comprehensive, detailed and in certain cases 
complex guidance for accounting for financial 
instruments. Some of the practical challenges which 
we envisage are:
• Classification and measurement of financial 

assets (including fair value measurement of 
equity shares, mutual funds etc.)

• Measurement of derivatives at their respective 
fair values instead of providing only for losses 
based on the principles of prudence (before the 
Guidance Note on Accounting for Derivative 
Contracts became applicable)

• Measurement of borrowings at amortised  
cost with reference to the effective rate of  
interest

• Classification of redeemable preference shares 
as debt and specific guidelines for classification 
in case of convertibles issued by the reporting 
entity

• Recognition of financial instruments at fair value 
e.g. interest free loans to subsidiaries, interest 
free security deposits etc.

Data & Analytics– An emerging concept
With increased expectations of stakeholders and 
regulators on auditors to provide sufficient coverage, 
the modern auditor has looked to fall back on 
technologically assisted auditing tools and data and 
analytics. The auditor should look to “cover more by 
doing less” through system routines and exception 
reports which can be sourced from the accounting 
and transaction processing systems of the Bank. 
Further, there are institutions which have the 
capability to independently re-perform the valuation 
of the entire investments portfolio at banks. This 
exception report auditing will enable the auditor 
to enhance his coverage over the audit of treasury 
operations at banks and provide increased comfort 
to management, stakeholders and regulators. 

Conclusion
Treasury operation is an area with inherent 
complexities involved with continuous regulatory 
scrutiny. Keeping in mind the challenges faced in 
understanding and appropriate evaluation of fair 
values of investments and derivative products, it is 
advisable to involve senior members on audit teams 
in the audit of this area. In the fast moving technology 
world, an auditor can no longer be oblivious to 
emerging data and analytics trends which are likely 
to define the way audits will be done. Further, with 
the advent of IndAS and implementation of IndAS 
109, we will see significant changes in recognition 
and measurement of financial assets and financial 
liabilities. 

The auditor should look to “cover more by doing 
less” through system routines and exception reports 

which can be sourced from the accounting and 
transaction processing systems of the Bank.
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